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A
dditive manufacturing or 3D printing 
is a growth factor in advanced 
economies. Recently, additive 

manufacturing has entered production to a 
much greater extent and is established in 
many manufacturing industries such as 
transportation, aerospace, and healthcare. 

Regarding weight and stiffness, metal 
components of advanced alloys compete 
with injection-molded plastic parts. 
Additive manufacturing (AM) provides an 
agile environment which may reduce the 
lead time from conception to production by 
70% or more, depending on the type of 
manufacturing desired. The pace of 
innovation is accelerating along the value 
chain in AM industries, independent of the 
size of the company. AM is poised to 
shrink the supply chain of the component 
as multiple parts of a product can be 
printed at a single time.

The aerospace industry is at the 
forefront of AM research. But it is obliged 
to fulfil the highest quality and safety goals 
for its products. As a leading manufacturer 
in analytical instrumentation and material 
testing, Shimadzu provides the whole 
range of scientific equipment, 
measurement techniques and testing 
facilities for the entire process of additive 
manufacturing – from the control of raw 
material particle powder size and shape to 

The fatigue assessment of laser additive 
manufactured aluminum alloys is helping to assess 
aerospace component capabilities
//  MUSTAFA AWD, OLESIA KHAFIZOVA AND FRANK WALTHER 

ASSESSING ADDITIVE 
MATERIAL SAFETY FOR 
AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES

USF and is free at the other end, see Figure 
3. The specimen is designed in a way that 
maximum stress occurs at the middle of 
the specimen and the maximum 
displacement occurs at the free end of the 
specimen. To eliminate the temperature 
effect due to high test frequency, the 
specimens were cooled with compressed 
air during tests and the tests were 
performed at a pulse-pause ratio of 50:50, 
i.e. the system was set to resonate for 
200ms and then stopped for the next 
200ms to cool down.

Experiments for the determination of 
the fatigue strength at 1E9 cycles were 
performed according to the stair-case 
method. When a specimen at ultrasonic 
frequency failed at less than 1E9 cycles, 
stress amplitude was decreased by 5MPa 
for the next experiment. If the specimen 
did not fail at 1E9 cycles, stress amplitude 
was increased by 5MPa in the subsequent 

complex testing of reliability material 
characteristics of finished components: 
Particle measuring, elemental analysis, 
micro compression/hardness testing, static 
testing (tensile, compression, bending) as 
well as low to high cycle fatigue testing 
(LCF/HCF) and very high cycle fatigue 
testing (VHCF).

Purity, reliability and durability are key 
features to make a top-class AM product. 
High quality of raw materials, such as 
powder is essential to achieve a top result. 
Shimadzu provides methods of choice such 
as: particle measurement, composition and 
impurity analysis of raw materials and 
compression rupture strength of particles 
to check particle size and shape, detect 
contaminations as well as ways to 
dynamically measure deformation 
characteristics of fine particles. 

To prevent material and product failures, 
it is important to test semi-finished 
products such as rods and plates for defects 
such as inclusions or voids. A range of 
mechanical tests and physical 
measurements provides the methods of 
choice for determination of mechanical 
properties and identification of defects. 

Finished products, parts and 
components have to assuredly withstand 
real-life loads in order to provide reliability, 
user protection, product safety and liability 

surface roughness, fatigue performance 
after post-processing is suitable for many 
applications in the aviation and medical 
industry. [1,2]

With the availability of the novel very 
high cycle fatigue (VHCF) testing 
techniques, it has been found that unlike 
previous assumptions that materials do not 
fail under fatigue if the applied stress is 
below the so-called “endurance limit”, 
materials do in fact fail under fatigue 
loading even when the stresses are below 
the conventional “endurance limit”. This 
suggests the non-existence of such a limit 
[3, 4]. Some alloys of both lattice types (bcc 
and fcc) show a change in crack initiation 
site behaviour from surface to subsurface 
in a region from HCF to VHCF. [5] 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
The test samples of AlSi12 alloy were 
manufactured using a commercially 
available SLM system in an inert 
environment using argon gas. Details of 
the processing setup and parameters can 
be viewed in [1,2]. Quasi-static tensile tests 
were carried out according to ISO 6892-
1:2009. Continuous load increase tests were 
executed starting at a low stress amplitude 
of 30MPa. Stress amplitude was increased 
slowly at a rate of 10MPa / 1E4 cycles. Load 
increase tests and constant amplitude tests 
were performed at a frequency of 20Hz. 
Results of process optimization, quasi-
static properties, high cycle fatigue 
properties and the measurement 
methodology for characterization of 
process-induced defects have been 
published in previous studies[1,6,7]. Two 
types of configurations were investigated 
in this study. For batch I, no pre-heating of 
the base plate was applied, whereas 
samples of batch II were manufactured 
with base plate heating (BPH) at 200°C. 

Very high cycle fatigue (VHCF) tests 
were carried out with an ultrasonic fatigue 
testing system at a frequency of 20kHz. 
Figure 1 shows an overview of Shimadzú s 
USF-2000A testing system,  while Figure 2 
explains in detail the working principle 
parts of the test setup. Piezoelectric  
crystal is used in the actuator, which 
resonates at a fixed frequency of 20kHz. In 
the ultrasonic fatigue testing system, 
vibrations are designed so that the 
longitudinal waves transmitted through 
the solid body resonate.

For fully reversed VHCF loading 
(without mean stress), i.e. load ratio -1, the 
specimen with geometry shown in Figure 
4 is clamped only at one threaded end with 

1 //  The Shimadzu 
ultrasonic fatigue testing 
system USF-2000A mean 
stress configuration

2 //  Detailed principle of 
the Shimadzu ultrasonic 
fatigue testing system  
USF-2000A mean stress

3 //  Stress and 
displacement development 
under loading of VHCF 
specimen 

“Purity, reliability and durability are key 
features to make a top-class AM product”protection. Static and fatigue testing 

methods give manufacturers insights into 
the capacities of components.  

Selective laser melting (SLM) is a laser 
AM process where parts are additive 
manufactured using powder material with 
the aid of laser energy. The manufactured 
parts possess better or comparable yield 
strength and tensile strength values when 
compared to conventionally machined 
parts, accompanied with a reduced 
fracture strain. 

A 3D CAD model is provided as input to 
the SLM machine, which scans the 
geometry after slicing it into 2D layers. The 
laser energy selectively melts the powder 
particles at the desired location of the 
component to be manufactured. The 
manufacturing capability of the SLM 
process makes it suitable for aerospace, 
automotive and biomedical applications. 
Several alloys such as aluminum, titanium, 
steel and nickel-based alloys have been 
processed by the SLM technique. Although 
fatigue strength diminishes for SLM 
processed materials in the “as-built” 
condition due to the process-inherent 
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test. Failure of the specimen was based on 
the change in resonance frequency. When 
micro-cracking led to final fracture, the 
natural frequency of the system reduced 
compared to operating frequency of the 
system and the test was terminated. 

RESULTS 
Figure 5 shows exemplary surface 
micrographs for the two investigated 
batches[1]. The remnant porosity is viewed 
as only the gas porosity. A difference in the 
pore fraction of the samples without and 
with base plate heating was observed. In 
the samples with base plate heating, large 
size gas pores which are very critical in 
fatigue performance were absent. The 
reduction of large pores is attributed to the 
de-gassing in the manufacturing chamber 
due to pre-heating.

Figure 6 represents S-N curves for 
batches I and II in the region from high 
cycle fatigue to very high cycle fatigue, cf. 
[2]. Experiments showed that fatigue 
fracture occurred beyond the high cycle 
fatigue region in both batches. Results of 
the experiments indicated that fatigue 
strength in very high cycle regime of 

samples manufactured with base plate 
heating was about 45% higher than fatigue 
strength of sample without base plate 
heating. Fatigue strength at one giga cycle 
for batches I and II was 60.5 ± 4.7MPa and 
88.7 ± 3.3MPa respectively. This increase in 
strength is attributed to elimination of the 
micro-pores.

OUTLOOK 
New developments in analytical and 
testing systems enabled going beyond 
previously known limits of knowledge. 
This opens the door towards more 
intensive testing in the most realistic 
conditions possible. 

New capabilities in analytical and 
testing systems are providing R&D 
departments in aerospace industries and 
researchers in general with powerful tools 
to further investigate the effect of 
processing parameters on the resulting 
functional performance for enhanced 
understanding of process-structure-
property-relationships and knowledge of 
component capabilities in service-relevant 
loading ranges and scenarios.\\

Dr Olesia Khafizova is market manager composites 
and additive manufacturing at Shimadzu’s 
European Innovation Center 
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4 //  Specimen geometry 
for ultrasonic fatigue tests

5 //  Exemplary surface 
micrographs for sample 
without base plate heating 
(a) and with base plate 
heating (b)

6 //  S-N characterization 
for ultrasonic fatigue 
testing results
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Frame for progress
Automotive, metals industries and avionics: inventive markets 
demand new testing requirements for innovative materials, 
processes and specifications. The AGX-V series of universal  
testing machines meets these needs through new functions, 
features and novelties. It provides the high-rigidity frame for 
progress. 
 
World’s highest level of measurement capacities 
featuring the best sampling rate, a high-accuracy control  
function and many more 
 
Selection of application-specific high-end solutions 
consisting of two table-top types and four floor types from  
10 to 600 KN  
 

User-friendly operation 
through a touch panel LCD screen for easy configuration of  
test settings 
 
Increased safety and working efficiency 
based on jigs enhances prevention, self-diagnostic and predic-
tive maintenance functions 

AGX-V series with the latest testing frame technology on the market

www.shimadzu.eu / frame-for-progress
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